Driving Business Performance

The latest update contains the following new features and enhancements
to Automate Online, the catalogue management tool for Autocat+
NEW

Brand mirroring

Suppliers handling a number of brands are now able to assign multiple brands at once rather than assigning the same
new products to each brand separately. The supplier is able to maintain its primary brand in AMOL and load a brand cross
reference file into Automate that contains source part and destination part. When the primary brand is published to the
LIVE server the mirrored brands are also published.

NEW

Vehicle part profiling

This intelligent gap report allows suppliers to identify part applications that are missing - but should be fitted - to a
particular vehicle. Importantly, it takes into account whether a part is specific to certain models. For example, rear wipers
missing from an Audi A6 Avant would be identified as a gap, but saloon models would not be flagged.

NEW

Exhaust

Exhaust suppliers are now able to import exhaust component data into Automate Online.

NEW

Cross reference

A supplier is able to view the cross references it has loaded by product group. Automate Online will then analyse the
references that do/do not match the suppliers product database.

NEW

Gap analysis

A supplier now has the ability to create and store gap analysis reports based on its requirements. Analysis reports can be
previewed before they are compiled and fields can be dragged easily into their position.

NEW

Image gap analysis

This report allows the supplier to see which of its products do not have image references assigned to them by product.

NEW

Excluded parts

Automate Online allows the supplier to select which part numbers are displayed in Autocat+. This can now be achieved at
part level rather than application level, preventing suppliers from having to remove parts from every associated application
line. All excluded parts can be reviewed in Automate Online, allowing suppliers to keep track of parts that aren’t visible in
Autocat+.

NEW

Multiple image

Suppliers are now able to assign multiple images to one part number
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